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December 5, 1994
'.,E$0RANDUM TO:

-

M Herbert N. Berkow, Director (14H-20)
Project Director II-3 ,

Division of Reactor Projects I/II
f \

'

FROM: Robert C. Jones, Chief s,
'

j,

Reactor Systems Branch j

Division of Systems Safety and Analysis

SUBJECT: TASK INTERFACE AGREEMENT (TIA 94-03)
CONCERNING SAFETY IMPLICATIONS RELATED TO A
POTENTIAL STEAM LINE BREAK BLOWING DOWN BOTH
STEAM GENERATORS AT OCONEE
(TAC NOS. M89227, M89228, AND M89229)

This memo provides the Reactor Systems Branch (SRXB) evaluation
regarding the subject issue as requested by Bruce Boger's letter
of August 29, 1994, and Jon R. Johnson (Region II) letter of
March 31, 1994.

The Oconee main steam system is designed without main steam
isolation valves (MSIVs). There are two six inch pipe branches
from main steam headers "A" and "B" that join into an eight inch

- line which supplies the startup steam header. Each six inch line
has a motor operated isolation valve (MS-24 & 33) which,
according to the FSAR Section 10.3.2, prevents blowdown of both
steam generators from a single leak in the system. These valves
are normally open and require manual operator action to close.

| These valves are not designed to safety related standards. The j
' power supplies to the valves are subject to load shed following a |

loss of offsite power. The piping downstream of these isolation !

valves are not seismically qualified. Based on its calculation, l
,

i the licensee has determined that these isolation valves would not
| close under the maximum differential pressure which would develop
| initially following a pipe break downstream of these valves. The

valves may be closed under 400 psi differential pressure which |
will occur within approximately 10 minutes into the event. The i
results of the licensee's calculation indicates that both steam |

generators would be blown dry within 10 minutes after the pipe i

break.

A recent steam generator blowdown event at the Oconee Unit 3 I

facility (occurred on August 10, 1994) revealed another potential
.

single system failure that could blowdown both steam generators. |
This event was caused by the opening of turbine bypass valves due ;

'

to a loss of power to the Integrated Control System (ICS). The
licensee has completed a system modification to all three Oconee
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Units which would result in the bypass valvec remaining closed
i
i upon recovery of power to the ICS. The blowdown of both steam

generators involves a complete loss of secondary heat sink which'

,
would require either " trickle" feeding a hot steam generator or
primary feed and bleed for decay heat removal. Based on thesei

conditions, our staff assessment of the safety implication
of the main steam system design at Oconee is provided below.,

This assessment is based on specific questions raised ini

; Mr. Jon R. Johnson's letter as follows:

| 1. Does the postulated event involve an unreviewed safety
: question per 10 CFR 50.59 in that it presents the
! possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different

type than any evaluated in the safety analysis report?'

l Section 10.3.2 of the Oconee FSAR states that the
arrangement of the valving and parallel piping shown j

; 'schematically in Figure 10-1 (Main Steam and Auxiliary Steam
;

j System) prevents blowdown of both steam generators from a
single leak in the system. Also, Section 15.13 of the FSAR

<

indicates that the main steam line break accident is;

i analyzed based on the isolation of the unaffected staan
generator from the affected steam generator with only thei
affected steam generator blown dry. The unaf*ected steam
generator will provide for decay heat removal. However,

I during a postulated event associated with a pipe break,

i downstream of MS-24 and 33, the licensee's calculation
indicates that both steam generators at Oconee will be blown"

|
dry within 10 minutes after the pipe break and prior to the

; closure of isolation valves MS-24 and 33. The licensee's
finding presents the possibility for an accident of a

j| different type than any evaluated in the safety analysis
~ I

j report and therefore involves an --= =Q questiam
consequently, the licensee should propose changes to the
facility as described in the safety analysis report and in,

,

i accordance with 10 CFR 50.59 (a) (2) . i

1 2. Is the postulated break bounded by the steam line break
evaluated in Section 15.13?'

The main steam line break analysis presented in Section ,

15.13 of the Oconee FSAR assunes that the unaffected steam |

! generator is isolated from the affected steam generator with
,

! only the affected steam generator blown dry. It also
assumes that the unaffected steam generator will provide for2

decay heat removal. This analysis does not bound the
postulated accident scenario associated with both steam
generators being blown dry. This is because the latter
accident scenario involves a more complicated

i mitigating strategy in recovering secondary heat sink or
using primary bleed and feed for decay heat removal which

:

i
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are not analyzed in the FSAR.

; 3. What are the safety implications? Should the licensee be
required to eliminate this vulnerability?4

,

The current design configuration at the Oconee Units asI

i described above could result in a blowdown of both steam
i generators (SGs) following a single line break. The
i blowdown of both SGs is an unanalyzed accident scenario not
i previously addressed in the safety analysis report pursuant
i to 50.59. Accordingly, the staff concludes that this is an

unreviewed safety question and the licenses should take'

appropriate corrective action to address this concern.'

Is the single failure vulnerability in question 2 reportable4.- under 10 CFR 50.72 as an unanalyzed condition or a single
4

event that alone can prevent the fulfillment of a safety
;

function?4

,

As we discussed above, the main steam system at Oconee does
not meet the description provided in Section 10.3.2 with'

respect to the number of steam generators blown dry
following a failure in the steam piping. The postulated

j

j piping failure down stream of the auxiliary steam line
j isolation valves (MS-24 and 33) could cause both steam

generators to blow dry. This postulated accident is not'

analyzed in the current FSAR. We consider this condition to
j be outside the design basis of the plant. Therefore, the |

vulnerability in question is reportable under 10 CFR1

j 50.72 (b) (ii) (B) .
!

i

1

4 Attachment:
} As stated
\

cc: E. Butcher J. Rajan
'

i M. Wohl W. Lafave

i L. Wiens
!

Contact: C. Liang, SRXB/DSSA/504-2878
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